INNSOTECH
CATALOGUE

INTRODUCTION

The Innsotech Story
Our story started with a grinding wheel in 2012…
Collaborating with Saint-Gobain Abrasives the world largest
abrasives manufacturer with more than three centuries of
know-how and experience, Innsotech bring the best grinding
wheels to our customers.
We continue our story by working with many other world class
manufacturing groups to provide premium quality tools,
instruments and the best technical solution to our customers.
We always keep improving our product know-how, looking for
innovative solution, empowering our team to maintain our
leading position and bring more values to our customers.
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INNSOTECH PARTNERS
Innsotech is authorized distributor of Saint-Gobain Abrasives, Shinhan Diamond, Osborn,
Mubea, Schunk, Boride, Nihon Doki, Sowa Kasei, OSG, Dorian and many other world well-known
brands. By working with manufacturers directly, Innsotech team make a concrete connection
between the manufacturers and customers, provide the perfect support and service for both
technical and sales.

INNSOTECH CUSTOMERS
Innsotech is providing industrial products and solutions for hundreds of customers across the
country and also neighbor countries in S.E.A. No matter the customer is big or small, Innsotech
deliver the full satisfaction by providing outstanding product quality, sales and after sales
service.
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PRODUCTS
Innsotech provide a large portfolio of industrial products to service our valued
customers in steel mills, metal fabrication, metal precision machining,
automotive, aerospace, oil & gas, pharmaceutical and many other industries.
From small polishing ceramic ﬁber stone for mold & die to the big centerless
grinding wheels for automotive or innovative wringer rolls for steel mill, Innsotech
always do the best to deliver the satisfaction to valuable customers.

Bonded
abrasives

Super
abrasives

Coated abrasives

Cutting tools

Industrial brushes
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Dressing
tools

Innsotech only provide quality products from world recognized brands with decades of
manufacturing experience to help our customers solve their technical and application problems
and reduce their production cost. Innsotech products are comply to ISO 9001, meet safety and
quality standard of American National Standards (ANSI), Federation of European Producers of
Abrasives (FEPA) and Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS).

Clamping
tools

High performance
mill rolls

Gripping system

Finishing tools for
mold & die

Measuring tools

Technical springs
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BONDED
ABRASIVES

As authorized distributors of the world class manufacturers,
Innsotech provide the full range of bonded abrasives to serve
customers across the country, from the small machining
shops to the very large factories, from the simple application
to very complicated application in precision grinding.
Innsotech team work very closely with manufacturers and
customers to understand the various grinding applications
and provide our customers the best grinding solution at the
lowest cost. Innsotech focus on improving quality of surface
ﬁnish, grinding productivity, your safety and your healthy
working environment by supplying the premium quality and
environment friendly bonded abrasive products.
Innsotech aims to be the leading bonded abrasive supplier in
the market and the ﬁrst choice of our customer.
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Grinding/ cutting disc

Bench and Pedestal wheel

Roll grinding wheel

Cylindrical wheel

Centerless grinding wheel

Surface grinding wheel

ID grinding wheel

Sharpening stone

Creep feed grinding wheels

Gear grinding wheel

High porosity grinding wheel Spring grinding wheel
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SUPER
ABRASIVES

Diamond and CBN grinding wheels are the most complicated one among abrasive
products and request deep knowledge of the products and application to come out
with the right wheel selection for the right application.
Innsotech team has huge experience in super abrasive business, providing Diamond
and CBN wheel to many industries such as automobile, steel mill, wood-working,
glass, LED, and semiconductor as well as the construction area. Connecting directly
to the world class manufacturers, Innsotech application engineer will help you to
choose the correct diamond and CBN wheel quickly and effectively.
As the pioneer in the market, Innsotech committed to provide our customers the best
super abrasive products at the best price and outstanding after sales service.
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ID grinding wheel

Metal honing stone

Wheel for LCD screen

Tools sharpening wheel

Double disc grinding wheel

Edge wheel for safety glass

Wheel for optical lens

Crank shaft grinding wheel

Cam shaft grinding wheel

Diamond precision cutter

Centerless grinding wheel

Super precision blade
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COATED
ABRASIVES

Innsotech provide full range of coated abrasive products
including ﬂap wheel, ﬂap disc, sanding belt, sanding disc,
non-woven wheel…from universal coated abrasives for
standard sanding applications to premium one for
engineering applications.
Customers always request stock availability and quick
delivery for coated abrasives products. Connecting directly
to manufacturer and investing strong warehousing facility,
Innsotech always meet customer requirement and provide
customers on-time delivery service.
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Non-woven wheels

Sanding belt

Non-woven belt

Flap disc

Lapping ﬁlm

Flap wheel

Mounted-point

Sanding paper

Sanding Discs

Non-Woven hand pads

Speedlock sanding disc

Votex sanding wheels
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DRESSING
TOOLS

An initial good grinding wheel is very important to achieve
your technical requirement. However it will be big mistake if
we do not use the right dressing tool to maintain a sharp and
fresh wheel surface to keep its consistent work.
Understanding the importance of wheel dressing process,
Innsotech team work hard to make a complete dressing
solution for the complete range of grinding wheel. No matter
the wheel is simple type of off-hand grinding or a high
technical centerless grinding wheel, no matter the wheel is
conventional bonded abrasive or super abrasive, Innsotech
has solution for your dressing need. We can provide even
hand dresser, single point diamond dresser to very precision
diamond roller dresser.
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Changeable hand dresser

Wheel Dresser

Diamond Cluster Tools

Handle Hand Dresser

DIA-TRUpin

Gear Dresser

Hand diamond dressers

Dressing Spindle Systems

Metal bond dresser

Roller dresser

Single Point Indexable
Diamond Tools

Abrasive Sharpening Stone
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CUTTING
TOOLS

As ofﬁcial dealer of OSG, one of the most well-known Japanese brands in
the cutting tools industry, Innsotech meet the needs of customers and
supports manufacturing with OSG broad product line up of taps, drills, endmills, Indexable, dies, gauges, tooling re-conditioning and other products.
Innsotech is ofﬁcial distributor of Dorian Tool- the innovative tool company
in USA, specializes in turning, parting, grooving, threading, knurling, tool presetters and tool management. All the tools are made in USA with highest
quality and consistency and proved products for decades.
By cooperating with Shinhan Diamond from South Korea for PCD and
PCBN tools, Innsotech provide full portfolio of cutting tools to our valuable
customers.
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Drilling bit

Milling cutter

End mill

Threading gague

Threading tape

Turning tools

Parting - Grooving tool

Knurling tools

PCD, PCBN milling insert

PCD, PCBN turning insert

PCD, PCBN grooving bite

PCD, PCBN boring bite
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INDUSTRIAL
BRUSHES

As strategic partner of Osborn International GmbH- the world largest
manufacturer of industrial brushes with more than 130 years of
manufacturing experience, Innsotech provide the full range of power
brushes, technical brushes, wide-face brushes to many customers in
metal fabrication, ship building, oil & gas, automotive, steel mills and many
other industries. Besides the huge portfolio of the standard brushes,
Innsotech has huge capability of providing customized brushes as
customer request to maximize their brushing performance.
With deep understanding of industrial brush application, Innsotech team
have great capability to give our customers consultation, especially for
high demanding application in automotive and steel industry to improve
the cleaning performance, surface ﬁnishing and reduce their total
production cost.
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Wide face brushes

Abrasive nylon brushes

ATB brush

ATB Ceramic brush

Honing brushes

Internal ﬁnshing brushes

Power brushes

Road sweeping brush

Ruftuf end-brushes

Gear de-burring brushes

Novoﬁt nylon brushes

Heavy duty cleaning brush
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POLISHING
MATERIAL

By collaboration with Osborn, the world largest manufacture for
surface treatment products, Innsotech provide the best
polishing solution for very high demanding application. Osborn is
the unique manufacturer can provide the full packing including
compound and base material such as non-woven buff, sisal buff,
traditional cloth buff, and also Osborn patented cloth.
Innsotech is focusing on polishing material for automatic and
robot polishing including liquid compounds, high quality buffs,
components and accessories for automatic polishing system
such as spray gun, robot arm... Innsotech provide not only the
product but also consulting customers on the polishing process
to achieve their desired surface ﬁnish.
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Classic compound

Jewelry compound

Liquid compound

Unipol metal polish

Unipol Plastic polish

Sisal buff

Hard cloth buff

Soft cloth buff

Notiﬂex buff

Manual polishing machine

Robotic polishing machine

Liquid compound spray gun
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CLAMPING
GRIPPING
TOOLS

Innsotech is ofﬁcial dealer of Schunk- the global competence
leader for clamping technology and gripping systems from
Germany with more than 11,000 standard components. Schunk
is also the world largest provider of chuck saw.
By cooperating with Schunk, Innsotech is providing solutions for
many industries where they need the perfect clamping and
gripping for their machining center or automation pick-up or
painting process…
From the simple clamping tools to high demanding clamping
and gripping system, Innsotech application team will consult
you for from the initial idea to ﬁnal design of your system in detail
and ﬁt them into your production process.
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Chuck jaw

Lathe chuck

Magnetic table

Tool holder

Planos table

Clamping vise

Five ﬁgure

Line gantry

Linear module

Robot accessory

Robot hand

Gripper
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HIGH PERFORMANCE
MILL ROLLS

Represent of the world well-known brand Osborn for high
technical brush rolls, transportation rolls, innovative furnace
rolls and non-wove mill rolls, Innsotech is your trusted
partner for high-performance Rollers in Aluminum, Carbon
steel, Stainless and non-Ferrous Coil and Sheet Metals
Processing.
With more than 125 years of manufacturing know-how from
Osborn, combine with Innsotech strong sales force and
great service facility, Innsotech is offering the best roll
solution to many steel mills across the country and reducing
critically production cost for our valuable customers.
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Non-woven roll

Brush roll

Polishing roll

Furnace roll

Roll cleaning brush

Multi ﬁlament brushes

Neutral wringer roll

N2 Wringer roll

Chemical wringer roll

Bridle roll

Non-woven transport roll

Special metalic rolls
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MEASURING
TOOLS

Innsotech is authorized distributor of Pi Tape- diameter measuring
tool company from USA since 1944. Pi Tape manufacture the unique
diameter tape with the accuracy 0.03mm for diameter up to
3600mm. Each Pi Tape brand precision measuring tape is delivered
with a Calibration Report traceable to the National Institute of
Standards and Technology and all calibrations are performed in
accordance with ANSI/NCSL Z540-1-1994, ISO/IEC 17025, ISO
10012-1, MIL-STD 45662A and 10CFR.
Innsotech is authorised distributor of Nihon Doki, the most wellknown and oldest measuring tool company from Japan since 1921.
Innsotech distribute all types of Nihon Doki diameter tapes, meter
tapes and dipping tapes. Nihon Doki products comply to JIS B 7512
(Japanese Industrial Standard) 1st grade tape.
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Outside Diameter Tapes

Inside Diameter Tapes

Circumference Tapes

Linear Rule

Digital diameter tape

Digital Linear Tape

O-Ring Tapes

Dipping Tape

Pi Measure

Nihon Doki Expert

Narrow Tape

White mini tapes
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TECHNICAL
SPRINGS

As exclusive partner of Mubea Germany, the world leading springs and spring
components since 1916. Mubea disc springs are one of the best innovative
springs in the world. Innsotech is working very closely with Mubea team to
provide disc spring solutions to hundreds of customers across the country.
Innsotech is also the partner of another long history spring company from
Germany. The name is Grueber, a leading international partner for solutions in
the development and production of springs and bent parts for a wide variety of
applications and industries since 1828.
Innsotech focus on providing only premium quality springs to help our
customer solve their technical problems, reducing spaces of spring unit in order
to reducing the size of their whole engineering system and create more values
for their ﬁnishing products.
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Single disc springs

Stack disc spring

Special disc spring

Compression spring

Volute spring

Tension spring

Bent parts

Torsion springs

Wave springs

Die spring

Linear-Springs

Round-wire wave spring
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TOOLS
FOR
MOLD _ DIE

Innsotech is the authorized distributor of Boride Engineer
Abrasives and Sowa Kasei from Japan. Boride is the mold
polishing tool manufacturer with more than 50 years of
experience from USA. Boride polishing stones and diamond
compounds are quality-recognized by customers around the
world. Sowa Kasei is an innovative manufacturing company
from Japan. Sowa ceramic ﬁber stones are used world-wide in
thousands of mold & die shops.
The combination between Boride and Sowa, together with
Innsotech huge capacity of supplying industrial abrasives and
cutting tools, Innsotech supply full portfolio of machining and
ﬁnishing tools and solutions for mold & die industry.
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Polishing stones

Diamond compound

Ceraton ceramic ﬁber stones

Cristone Ceramic Stones

Ceraton diamond

Diamond Files

Rotary Burr

Mounted Points

Rubber Polishing Kit Set

Felt bob

Micro polishing brush

Airtool and equipment
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For more information visit us at:

www.innsotech.com.vn
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Innsotech is authorized distributor of Saint-Gobain Abrasives, Shinhan Diamond,
Osborn, Mubea, Schunk, Boride, Nihon Doki, Sowa Kasei, OSG, Dorian and many
other world well-known brands. By working with manufacturers directly,
Innsotech team make a concrete connection between the manufacturers and
customers, provide the perfect support and service for both technical and sales.

INNSOTECH CO.,LTD
Registered ofﬁce: No. 2, Street 9, Ward 4, Dist. 8, HCM City, Viet Nam
Operation ofﬁce: Lot.19, D3, Thien Ly Residential Area, Phuoc Long B ward, Dist. 9, HCM City, Viet Nam
(84-28) 5403 6461
(84-28) 5403 7463
sales@innsotech.com.vn

